
INCIDENT RESPONSE:
GO BEYOND MANAGEMENT  

CONTINUOUS, DEMONSTRABLE
COMPLIANCE

PRIVILEGE SECURE FOR 
DISCOVERY FOR ANY VERTICAL

Netwrix Privilege Secure for Discovery 
(formerly Remediant SecureONE)

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“It is rare to find a simple solution that simultaneously improves compliance, operations, and security. Granting full administrator rights, 
just-in-time, to individual systems, improves administrator support coverage while drastically limiting lateral movement risk.” 

Chad Anderson, Cyber Mitigations Architect, Lockheed Martin 

Netwrix Privilege Secure for Discovery enables IT administrators and security analysts to have dynamic and continuous 
visibility into their organization's privileged accounts and manage them with a single click. Users then self-administer 
privilege access, getting access to only the right resource, at the right moment and for the length of time they need to 
complete their job. This approach eliminates standing privileges, effectively preventing lateral movement attacks, and 
significantly reducing an organization’s attack surface. 

The credential has become a 
commodity that will be breached. 74% 
of breached organizations admitted 
the breach involved access to a 
privileged account. In addition, once a 
credential is compromised, traditional 
privileged access management 
solutions are rendered useless. 

Through continuous scanning of 
privileged accounts, Privilege Secure 
for Discovery automatically ensures 
enterprise-wide compliance and 
acts as a single source of truth for 
reporting the distribution of 
privileged access and the associated 
risk posture.

Regardless of whether you are 
government, healthcare, financial 
services or manufacturing etc., the 
solution works to continuously 
discover privileged account sprawl 
and enable operational access while 
removing common attack surfaces.

Enhance security by discovering and removing privilege account sprawl

netwrix.com/ 
privilege_secure_for_discovery

Stop Lateral Movement

NETWRIX 
PRIVILEGE SECURE

https://www.netwrix.com/sbpam.html


Key Features of Netwrix 
Privilege Secure for Discovery 

ZERO STANDING PRIVILEGE FOR 
ALL ENDPOINTS 

INTELLIGENT SESSION CAPTURE 

HOW IS NETWRIX  PRIVILEGE
SECURE FOR DISCOVERY 
DIFFERENT?

SCALABILITY

Single click removal of undetected 
and unnecessary administrative 
accounts from all endpoints, 
effectively eliminating privilege sprawl 
by removing 24x7 admin access and 
reducing privileged identity attack 
surface to zero.

Identify privileged accounts, access 
end-user session data through EDR 
vendors and provide context & alerts 
on nefarious privileged session activi-
ties such as malware download and 
accessing command & control sites. 

ATTACK SURFACE VISIBILITY 

Visualize, analyze, and manage your 
attack surface with Privileged Access 
Risk executive and practitioner 
dashboards.

Netwrix Privilege Secure for 
Discovery scales to meet the 
needs of the largest and most 
complex infrastructures.

LIGHTWEIGHT FOOTPRINT

Netwrix Privilege Secure for 
Discovery uses agentless 
technology, resulting in negligible 
impact on system load.

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP

No additional hardware, software 
or professional services are 
required to deploy and maintain 
the solution.

MULTI-FACTOR AUTHORIZATION 

Privilege Secure for Discovery is a 
single control point for endpoint 
just-in-time access, making it simple 
and straightforward to power the 
adoption of MFA (Multi-Factor 
Authentication).

JUST-IN-TIME ACCESS 

Privileged users are granted Just-in-Time 
Access to specific endpoints that require 
administration in real-time, for only the 
amount of time needed to complete 
their task, after which access is 
de-commissioned or the administrator 
indicates access can be terminated.

FAST TIME TO VALUE

Scan thousands of hosts in 
minutes. Start seeing the benefits 
of just-in-time access in days and 
weeks, not years. 

LOW FRICTION ADMIN EXPERIENCE 

Administrative experience using the 
admin’s own account removes the 
burden of navigating traditional 
complicated access control interfaces.

netwrix.com/ privilege_secure_for_discoveryREQUEST ONE-TO-ONE DEMO
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